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This best-selling introductory nutrition text is praised for its approachable narrative, engaging
presentation, and careful explanations. Take a refreshing look at UNDERSTANDING
Nourishment. UNDERSTANDING NUTRITION connects with students--engaging them since it
teaches the basic concepts and applications of nourishment. This text includes 20 chapters you
start with core nutrition topics, such as diet planning, macronutrients, vitamins and minerals, and
following with chapters on diet plan and wellness, fitness, life time nutrition, food protection, and
world food cravings. From its beautiful and carefully developed artwork program to its solid
science base, contemporary protection, and market-leading supplements, the Thirteenth Edition
of UNDERSTANDING NUTRITION connects with its readers and continues to set the typical for
texts in this market. The new Thirteenth Edition of Whitney and Rolfes' UNDERSTANDING
Nourishment takes the study of nutrition to a new level with an integrated pedagogy and an
emphasis on active learning, assignable content material, and integrated resources.
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Kindle version Can be like the hardcopy I rented the Kindle edition and We am using this
publication for my nutrition course within the curriculum of addiction counseling. But it has so
many interesting factors that I am planing to buy it. At this time my device went lifeless and I
have my laptop within the institution library but can't gain access to my book. Is an extremely
heavy book. . But I prefer the Kindle edition due to the price and the power of zooming for better
reading. Unfortunate is not audiobook, like my others books on my Kindle. By scanning this
reserve, I finally realize why I gain so much weight and offers been impossible to reduce it no
matter what I really do. You can't pull it through to all your devices like additional books.Very
good Book Good buy, but could be better..Cons: I could only view it on one kindle device I initially
chose my 6" which is a pain sometimes. I'm not a enthusiast of the yearly releases of
Understanding Nutrition, as they usually support the same exact suggestions as days gone by
editions. The book itself can be an easy read, specifically for being a university textbook. The
diagrams and tables also make an excellent visual aid to go with the written text. I didn't ignore
my book, it is right here, but i can't open it. I'm not really complaining, nonetheless it is a truth
and may help others who are looking at buying this reserve from amazon rather than their
college bookstore.. I had to read it for a prerequisite class, but ended up really valuing the
information in general I had to read every page of the for an online program I took. Easy to read
and understand. Great book, all though I didn't have to use . Since it can be on my kindle device I
can make it with me and examine any where or any time I get the opportunity.. Yes it is a pain.
Good reserve, all though I didn't have to use it much so I am glad I rented it instead of
purchasing. Good visual aids and clear descriptive information. I would recommend renting over
buying because of the fact that this is normally a subject that's rapidly changing so some of the
contained info could walk out date pretty quickly. Publication was in good shape for rental, softly
used but no composing or highlighting. convenience vs. Ugh. It isn't the cheaper option but I
wanted to try out the eBook option to see how I liked it. As students, this book is a
necessity.Pros: It is better to carry vs. a huge college text book. Five Stars just as expected. I had
to purchase this publication for health class. This also comes in handy with homework and the
type... I would like to be able to view on my additional tablets and on my desktop sometimes. Be
mindful of this when purchasing. Today I see foods in a different way and when I go to do my
grocery I really do smart purchasing by selecting nutrient value foods. Also, I didn't like this the
rental period wasn't the full semester I acquired to lengthen it and I do not get how you can pay
more for additional time but you can't choose to pay out less for less time. I had this problem
with another publication that I chose not to lease because I experienced to rent for the time and
could not rent for just one month. It should be available to lease for whatever time you'd like.
Fortunately I had my schedule including final exam time available for Nutrition. I have classes I
still don't have a final exam test day set up which would be a problem easily was choosing a
Time for e-book and let it go out. Understanding Nutrition finished up as the textbook necessary
for my course in nourishment. Suggestion: Carry a charger. inconvenience This is my first digital
college textbook. I also have the hardcopy of the book which when finish with it I am planing to
market back. Required for my college nutrition course.You need to be aware that this book does
not contain the media access code that a lot of college students need combined with the
publication. Its nice to be able to catch up on reading anywhere but nonetheless frustrating to
have it only on one device and not on my others that I have Kindle on. Exceptional and easy to
grasp textbook for the "nonscientific" student of nutrition.Upgrade: It has can be found in handy
to have the e-book. Great text I had been looking for a great and easy to grasp book on diet for a
while. Chapters are about 25 pages lengthy, with definitions for essential words and concepts



given in margins. A short "review it" of every section highlights principles, and "research it" and
"test it" pages for each chapter are at the finish of the reserve to bolster knowledge. Really
pleased with it. I had to purchase this reserve for health course. Both books are with identical
text up to now.. Amazon could make this an improved deal by offering the media code
individually or make a bundle deal with the reserve. flipping through trying to find where you go
through something. It's outdated for a health reserve, I wouldn't recommend reading it. Mediocre
Textbook - Hits the Basics Useful textbook for my class but overall I found a lot more
comprehensive research on the Nationwide Instutite for Health website. Unfortunately, the book
didn't actually teach me as very much about nutrition as I'd have hoped. Lots of information.
Three Stars It had half of the index, in the back ripped out! Very Useful It can help me understand
important nutrition concepts. You can even search specific topic or words to assist you find
something vs. Readable and Understand Excellent book. I'd have liked a bit more about nutrition
requirements for the aging population. I found the information more helpful than I anticipated,
especially given that I'm anemic and I am aware the mechanisms of iron absorption far better.
Five Stars Very detailed! Five Stars Fast delivery and great product.
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